
Two Ships

Each morning we are welcomed with the radiant colors expelled by the presence of the

sun that sits patiently beside us while we contemplate the direction our lives will take.

Like the captain of his ship, each morning we have the ability to plot our course for each

day in an effort to define our existence.  With compass in hand and our map in front of us

we develop our course to destinations we determine.  We become authors of our day.  We

have the innate ability to write each page.

Our being is subject to the insight of our inner selves.  Unlike our exterior vessel our

souls become a complex struggle of each passing day.  With compass in hand and our

map in front of us we feverishly attempt to plot our course with ending results that fall

short of where we wanted to travel.  The waters obstacles appear from the depths and

shallows of the course we take with little if any time to prepare for the horror that

surfaces.  In truth, the maps of our souls are unwritten in the finite methods in which we

resolve our existence.

Each captain of her ship must develop protocols to counter the unforeseen obstacles that

life relinquishes upon our journeys.  In hand, one must obtain the journals from others

who have traveled these same waters.  It is imperative that we has captains develop a

sense of courage tempered by a peace within in an effort navigate our souls through the

unforeseen perils that randomly select the hour in which to sink our ship.

The twelve disciples have passed through the fires of life with the guidance of the

Anointed One.  With pen in hand they penned there journals that supply us the compass

to direct our souls through the daily perils that surface.


